Tuesday, FASB Public Roundtable Meeting with Private Companies and Not-for-Profit
October Entities on the FASB Exposure Draft on Accounting for Financial Instruments,
12
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
(This meeting is available by audio webcast.)
The Board will hold a public roundtable meeting to discuss the May 2010 Exposure
Draft, Accounting for Financial Instruments and Revisions to the Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—Financial Instruments (Topic 825)
and Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815), focusing on the impact of the proposed
guidance on private companies and not-for-profit entities. The Board’s purpose in
holding the roundtable meeting is to engage in a constructive dialogue about the
Exposure Draft with a variety of stakeholders. To ensure the Board receives broadbased input, meeting participants will represent a variety of perspectives, including
those of preparers, auditors, and users.
If you are interested in participating in this roundtable, please provide contact
information to director@fasb.org.
Anyone wishing to observe the meeting must preregister. Preregistration is on a firstcome basis. Because seating is limited, no more than three observers from the same
organization may attend. Observers may not participate in the discussion. Meeting
Preregistration.
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The Board will hold two public roundtable meetings to discuss the May 2010
Exposure Draft, Accounting for Financial Instruments and Revisions to the
Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—Financial Instruments
(Topic 825) and Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815). The Board’s purpose in
holding the meetings is to engage in a constructive dialogue about the Exposure Draft
with a wide variety of stakeholders. To ensure the Board receives broad-based input,
meeting participants will represent a wide variety of perspectives, including those of
preparers, auditors, investors, and other users of financial statements.
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organization may attend. Observers may not participate in the discussion. Meeting
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The Board will hold two public roundtable meetings to discuss the May 2010
Exposure Draft, Accounting for Financial Instruments and Revisions to the
Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—Financial Instruments
(Topic 825) and Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815). The Board’s purpose in
holding the meetings is to engage in a constructive dialogue about the Exposure Draft
with a wide variety of stakeholders. To ensure the Board receives broad-based input,
meeting participants will represent a wide variety of perspectives, including those of
preparers, auditors, investors, and other users of financial statements.
Anyone wishing to observe the meetings must preregister. Preregistration is on a firstcome basis. Because seating is limited, no more than three observers from the same
organization may attend. Observers may not participate in the discussion. Meeting
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